WORLD'S NEWEST PARASPORT!

PARA TEQBALL
WHAT IS TEQBALL?

WATCH IT
THE TEQBALL JOURNEY

FITEQ

Established in March 2017, the Fédération Internationale de Teqball (FITEQ) is the governing body presiding over all matters relating to the sport of teqball and para teqball. The sport has enjoyed strong growth in recent years as a result of increasing athlete participation, a growing competition calendar, an expanding fanbase, an innovative digital engagement strategy and the ongoing development of strategic partnerships.

FITEQ has built a comprehensive and ever-growing event portfolio, with three successful editions of its flagship event, the Teqball World Championships, held to date. The 3rd World Championships was held in Budapest, Hungary in 2019 where 58 countries participated in front of a capacity audience of 5,000 spectators. Distinguished personalities, including IOC Members, NOC Presidents and high profile sports stars from across the world, travelled to home of teqball for the event.

OUR VISION AND MISSION

FITEQ’s primary vision is to introduce, promote, foster and develop the sport globally and unite the international teqball and para teqball communities. FITEQ aims to provide innovative and exciting sport for people all over the world to enjoy, whether playing, officiating, coaching or spectating. The para teqball game is based on the rules of teqball, played on the same Teq table, which is attracting a new generation of para athletes. Equality and inclusion are central to all FITEQ activities and its team is working hard to create an integrated environment whereby teqball and para teqball players can enjoy the Teq lifestyle together.

RECOGNITION AND PARTNERS

FITEQ strives to achieve recognition by the global sporting community and to ultimately have teqball officially recognised as an Olympic sport and para teqball recognised as a Paralympic sport. Teqball has been officially recognised by the Olympic Council of Asia (OCA), the Association of National Olympic Committees of Africa (ANOC) and the Organisation of Sports Federations of Oceania (OSFO). FITEQ was granted full membership of the Global Association of International Sports Federations (GAISF) on 10 November 2020, which resulted in automatic membership of the Alliance of Independent Recognised Members of Sport (AIMS). FITEQ is a Signatory to the World Anti-Doping Code and also collaborates with multiple partners, including the International Testing Agency (ITA), The Association For International Sport for All (TAFISA), the International School Sport Federation (ISF), Peace and Sport and the Olympic Channel.
GÁBOR BORSÁNYI
PRESIDENT

Gábor is the President of FITEQ and the Co-Founder and Co-Inventor of Teqball. He is a former professional football player, who retired at a young age. With two decades’ worth of experience and a keen eye in business establishment and event organisation, he managed to position himself among Hungary’s elite business minds and sports enthusiasts. Gábor’s experience and creativeness have helped expand the reach of teqball and shape it into the sport it is today.

VIKTOR HUSZÁR
CHAIRMAN

Viktor is the Chairman of FITEQ and the Co-Founder and Co-Inventor of Teqball, who is responsible for the overall management of the Teqball Group. He is the scientific mind in the teq team and an international speaker on technologies used in sports. He is a football-loving computer scientist, who put the engineering resources behind Teqball. He is also the President of the Football Club of the Budapest University of Technology & Economics.

GYURI GATTYÁN
VICE-PRESIDENT

Gyuri is an international businessman, he is the founder and owner of Docler Holding, which employs over 1,500 people worldwide, with offices in Los Angeles, Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Barcelona, Paris and Hungary. Recognising the value teqball could bring to the world, he is now responsible for the Teq business strategy. He is also Vice-President of FITEQ and as such, he is responsible for defining the vision of the Teqball Group.
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What is para Teqball?

Guided by our belief that sport is for all, FITEQ aims to be as inclusive as possible to ensure all athletes can enjoy the world’s fastest growing sport.

Teqball is a sport for all and FITEQ aims to provide opportunities for everyone to play, whatever level they may be. At a recreational level, teqers can create their own rules to fit their needs. This enables the sport to be truly inclusive and played by anyone.

We want to embrace and spread the values that define parasport, notably determination, courage, inspiration, and equality. Regardless of age, gender or social background, everyone should have the same opportunity to access sport, whether it is playing recreationally or competing at an elite level.

As part of its ongoing effort to be as inclusive as possible, FITEQ is professionalising para teqball, to provide elite para teqball athletes the opportunity to compete in official FITEQ events.

Para teqball is a dynamic ball game that effectively develops players’ physical and cognitive skills and helps create an active and more balanced lifestyle. It inspires all players to reach their full potential, whatever level that might be.

We want to give everyone the chance to dream big and with the innovative and dynamic sports of teqball and para teqball, we can unveil the hidden talents of teqball and para teqball athletes all around the world!
**Main Rules of Para Teqball**

Like in teqball, the key element of para teqball is the special curved Teq table. The design of the table ensures the ball bounces towards players, helping maintain the flow of a rally. The curved table also means the ball often bounces in an unpredictable way, which challenges players and takes them out of their comfort zone.

**Main rules:**
- A para teqball match is one set and is played until 12 points.
- According to tournament regulations, a match shall be won by best of 3 sets with two points difference in the decisive set.
- Every player/team has two attempts to complete a successful service.
- Players/teams change service after every four points.
- Every player/team is allowed to return the ball with a maximum of three touches by any body part, except for the hands and arms.
- In case of an edgeball, the rally shall be repeated.
- While playing, neither the table nor the opponent can be touched.
- In doubles, both players of the team must touch the ball before it is returned.
- If there are three or more bounces on the table, the rally has to be repeated.

There are currently two versions of para teqball:

**Para Teqball Sport Class 1 (PTBSC 1):**
- Players can use supporting equipment, notably crutches, during the match.
- Players can use supporting equipment as part of their serve, but otherwise the ball cannot intentionally touch the equipment during a rally.
- During the serve, the last touch of the ball has to be with a body part.
- Every touch with a body part and unintentional touches with supporting equipment is considered one of a maximum three touches.
- The ball can be touched by the same body part consecutively.
- A player can return the ball with the same body part consecutively.
- The ball can be touched by the same body part consecutively.
- A touch with a prosthesis is considered one of a maximum three touches and the prosthesis can be used to return the ball.

**Para Teqball Sport Class 2 (PTBSC 2):**
- PTBSC 2 is played by para athletes using a prosthesis for one or both legs.
- The ball can be touched by the same body part twice consecutively, but players cannot touch the ball three times in a row with the same body part.
- A player cannot return the ball with the same body part consecutively.
- A touch with a prosthesis is considered one of a maximum three touches and the prosthesis can be used to return the ball.

**Para Teqball Sport Class 1 (PTBSC 1):**
- BALL SIZE 5
- singles game
- doubles game

**Para Teqball Sport Class 2 (PTBSC 2):**
- There must be at least one touch before the ball touches the ground.
INCLUSIVE GAME

The inclusive doubles match is played by four players in pairs. Each pair must consist of one PTBSC 1/PTBSC 2 para teqball player and one teqball player.

Rules of the PTBSC 1 inclusive game include:
- During the service, when the para teqball player is the receiver, the server must ensure the ball starts with an upwards movement
- Four touches are allowed when the para teqball player is the receiver
- A double touch is allowed for the para teqball player
- The ball can bounce on the ground once, so long as the next touch is by the para teqball player
- Repeated returns are allowed

Rules of the PTBSC 2 inclusive game include:
- It is allowed for the para teqball player to touch the ball with the same body part
- Repeated returns are allowed
TEQ X

- INDOOR / OUTDOOR
- WATERPROOF
- FIXED STRUCTURE
- UV PROOF
- CAN BE FIXED TO THE GROUND

Height: 0.76m (0.9m with the plexi)
Width: 1.5m (1.7m with the plexi)
Length: 3m
TEQ LITE

- INDOOR / OUTDOOR
- WATERPROOF
- UV PROOF
- FOLDABLE
- MOBILE
- EASY TO MOVE
- INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Height: 0.76m (0.9m with the plexi)
Length: 3m
Width: 1.5m (1.7m with the plexi)

Para Teqball - World’s newest para sport!
TEQ SMART

- INDOOR / OUTDOOR
- WATERPROOF
- UV PROOF
- FOLDABLE
- MOBILE
- INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Height: 0.76m (0.9m with the plexi)
Length: 3m
Width: 1.5m (1.7m with the plexi)

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

PARA TEQBALL - WORLD'S NEWEST PARA SPORT!
TEQ ONE

- Indoor / Outdoor
- Can be fixed to the ground
- UV proof
- Fixed structure
- Easy to assemble
- Waterproof

Height: 0.76m (0.9m with the plexi)
Length: 3m
Width: 1.5m (1.7m with the plexi)
The soul of teqball is the table; a revolutionary piece of sports equipment that took over two years’ testing and research to eventually develop its final innovative and sophisticated shape. The net is solid plexi and thus the ball bounces back from it, so the concept of uninterrupted games is no longer a dream.

The structure of the Teq table, aligned with the rules, does not allow luck or chance to interfere with the game: players can only rely on their skills and abilities.
"Teqball is truly a sport for everyone and the development of para teqball shows FITEQ’s commitment to supporting athletes from all backgrounds."

"At the teq table it is our ability, not our disability that counts."
Zsolt Kerecztes

"Fighting is very similar in teqball as it is in life: I’ll keep going until I can do it."
Róka Kózdi

"When I play teqball, my thoughts about my amputation just disappear. During the game everything revolves around the ball and the table."
Attila László

"During a teqball game, my disability is my true ability."
Róbert Kertész

PARA TEQBALL - WORLD’S NEWEST PARA SPORT!
COMMUNITY BASED ON

EQUALITY

DETERMINATION
INSPIRATION
COURAGE
ABILITY
DIVERSITY
INCLUSION
“THE SPECIAL THING IS THAT WE HAVE CREATED A SPORT WHICH IS FOR EVERYBODY, AND YOU CAN PLAY IT ANYWHERE AT ANY TIME.”

MARIUS VIZER Jr. General Secretary FITEQ
ANYONE
ANYWHERE
ANYTIME